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Task one: spot the silent letter (5Pts) 

1. I want to save lots of money so I will not have any debt  

2. I comb my hair every morning before I go to school 

3. We visited a castle in Bavaria that was high up on a hill 

4. Be careful when you climb up the hill at the park 

5. When will the train arrive? 

6. Ned and his friend are planning to visit a remote island 

7. The man looked very handsome in his new suit 

8. We are having a party on Wednesday 

9. It is polite to knock the door before entering a room 

10.When she fell from her bike, she landed on her wrist  

Task two: choose the right answer (5Pts) 

1. Addition:                Hence -                  As a result-                 moreover 

2. Cause:                     Because-                Thus-                          Though  

3. Result:                    In other words-      Equally-                      Consequently 

4. Concession:            So that-                  Although-                    Also  

5. Sequencing:            In contrast-            First of all-                   Undoubtedly 

6. Contrast:                 But-                        For example-               Like 

7. Giving examples:   However-                Namely-                       Next     

8. Summarising:         Particularly –         In conclusion-              To sum up  

9. Purpose:                  Whereas-                In the same way –        In order to 

10. Emphasis:               Conversely-            Even though-                Especially  



Task three: (10Pts) 

Turn the basic adjectives into extreme adjectives  

1. The comedy was very funny, I laughed so hard                    Hilarious  

2. The kitchen was very clean by the time she finished             Spotless  

3. These very old ruins were built thousands of years ago         Ancient  

4. My brother was very angry when I broke his brand-new phone    Furious  

5. The players looked very tired at the end of the match            Exhausted  

 

Turn the extreme adjectives into basic adjectives  

6. The book was fascinating. I read it twice                     Very interesting  

7. It was freezing in the evening. So I wore a warm jacket      Very cold  

8. She was ecstatic to receive a wonderful present            Very happy- 

Very good 

9. The island is absolutely tiny                                           Very small.  

10.  I’m starving. I haven’t eaten all day                              Very hungry  


